The Dandelion Society
Dandelion Society: Zig Ziglar was quoted, “If you treat all people as though they are

hurting, you would be right 84% of the time.” We need to show people they matter to us
and we care what they are going through more often, and nothing says that more than a
piece of snail mail. We live in an impersonal world of text messages and Facebook
birthday wishes. #imbringingsnailmailback

ELEMENTS: Every card is a clean and simple card with coordinating envelopes and
postage stamps

People who make cards do so to put them in the mail. They want someone to receive

sweetness in their day, not just obligation, duty, and junk (mailboxes AND life in general).

Card makers have a certain heart and I want to have those people in my life. We are like a
service-related Club. We spread hope, encouragement, and love.

I have named this club The Dandelion Society. I have gathered card makers and card
senders around me. In turn, they have gathered card makers and card senders around
them. Just as you can blow on the seeds of a dandelion head and see them swirl and

travel on the wind, our cards twirl and whirl through the mail to land in someone else's
mailbox and plant kindness and caring.

We never know when the need to send a card will come up, so the members of the

Dandelion Society make cards ahead. Most everyone is using my formula for dressing up
a plain and simple card with my Card Corsage technique because you can pick a card

design and make them in numbers ahead of time. Have you seen how I organize my cards
using a unit from Stamp-n-Storage?
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The Dandelion Society’s work is in sending cards for all reasons, happy or sad, keeping
in touch, and thinking of you. For the most part, cards are made on your own at your

own kitchen table. During your quiet time alone, make a list of anyone God puts on your
heart. When you are finished with your quiet time, or as your are thinking, start
addressing cards you have already made.
You’re Not Alone!

There are times when The Dandelion Society will get together to make a handful of

different cards so that you can go home and make more on your own. As I come up with

a new idea that I can make several of in 45 minutes, I share that with all the Dandelions,
so be sure and let me know that you have started sending cards, too!

And if you want to do this and are new making your own cards, contact me today to get
your Getting Started Bundle, and join The Dandelion Society!
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